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UPPER AUSTRIAN 
WINTER SPORT WEEK



PROJECT IDEA/BACKGROUND

Lack of exercise and a lack of sports during the compulsory
year of education



PROJECT IDEA/BACKGROUND
The number of participants in ski courses is sinking considerably
due to the cost and the parents and pupils having little relation to 
the ski sport



PROJECT IDEA/BACKGROUND

A decreasing number of teachers are doing the training necesary
to teach ski course groups



PROJECT IDEA/BACKGROUND
This winter sport is of high economic significance for the areas in Upper 
Austria that lack infrastructure. The absence of winter sportsmen would
deprive many inhabitants in the valleys in this state of their livelihoods.



AIMS

Economically feasible offers for a ski course in Upper Austria



AIMS
Interconnection and cooperation between the schools, pedagogical
universities, the state of Upper Austria, tourism associations, cable car
association, the associations for ski instructors, ski schools and bus companies



AIMS

Promoting training for accompanying teachers and advanced
teacher training



AIMS

All-inclusive packages (bus, lift, food, accommodation)



PLATFORM „SCHOOL AND SNOW SPORTS“

regional education authority (representatives from various school divisions), 
the cable car associataion of the Chamber of Commerce, Upper Austria‘s
family department, association of ski instructors, regional skiing association



E-GOVERNMENT SOLUTION WITH INNOVATIVE 
VOUCHER SYSTEM

Online form on www.familienkarte.at



E-GOVERNMENT SOLUTION WITH INNOVATIVE 
VOUCHER SYSTEM

Using the data from the administrative programm
of the education authority



E-GOVERNMENT SOLUTION WITH INNOVATIVE 
VOUCHER SYSTEM

Easy online application



PROCESSING

Vouchers are automatically produced with individual EAN-codes



PROCESSING

Guaranting the use of lifts and cable cars in upper austrian winter
sport regions for free



PROCESSING

Only a determined amount of 50 Euro is charged



PROCESSING

The vouchers have to be scanned in the skiing areas by a 
common hand scanner



PROCESSING

The vouchers are automatically charged to be paid by the
regional government



PROCESSING

The system starts the payment



RESULTS

Winter sport weeks increased by 30 percent

Anzahl der insgesamt eingelösten Gutscheine der oö. Wintersportwochen
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RESULTS

Increased demand for accomodation led to investment in hotels



RESULTS

The aktivities got best score in the family survey 2013



RESULTS

E-government solution delivers detailed statistical data


